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Couplings and the Particle Mass



What is Higgs coupling 



Interaction related with the Higgs term
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Interaction related with the Higgs term
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-- need higher energy than 250 GeV 
(CEPC) to explore this coupling. 



Couplings and the Particle Mass



Which precision on the 
measurement of the couplings , 
we want/need to achieve 



Comparison of precision of the Higgs coupling

k : ratio of the coupling 
constant (with the SM 
prediction)  



Example of Higgs coupling deviation

This is quite model dependent !!



How to measure/determine 
the couplings



Determine 
precisely the 
coupling of 
H->ZZ

Determine 
precisely the 
coupling of 
H->WW



Higgs Cross section ( Z*->ZH <=> H->ZZ ) can be 
obtained by using the inclusive Higgs decay 

### Note :    the Higgs total width is expected as ~ 4MeV,    
which can not measure directly, even with this inclusive analysis.



How to obtain the couplings 

1. By measuring the BRs,  total 
width of Higgs boson is obtained .

2. 

By measuring the BRs for each particle, combined 
with the total width of Higgs,  the partial width -> 
coupling constant can be obtained.



How to obtain the couplings 

[ Key Point ] 

-- Gzz/Gww can be determined relatively 
precise ( less than 1% ). 

-- Precision of the Br(ZZ) is limited by 
the statistics !  ( next page ) 

Seems to be , , ,  Gh will be decided from WW side. 





Comments

reference from the ILC 

reference from the CEPC 

It is also mentioned that there is a significant 
contamination of ZH “background” ,   Z->, H->bb ,  
for the WW fusion ,   for 250 GeV... and it is not clear 
for me ( but at present ) this effect .  


